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ABSTRACT  
Purpose- The purpose of this study is to focus on forecasting the total claim distribution of fire-disaster and transportation insurances by 

combining probabilities of claim distribution using the data for 2014 and 2015. 

Methodology- In this study, the combination of Weibull and Gamma distributions of fire-disaster and transport policies are discussed. By 

combining two different probability density function (PDF), a single PDF is derived and thus it is aimed to provide convenience in calculations. 

Findings- Two probability distributions were combined with mathematical methods. As a result, a single probability density function was 

obtained. This probability density function can represent the total claim distribution. 

Conclusion- In conclusion, we used the data regarding fire-disaster and transportation insurances for 2014 and 2015. Insurance firms that offer 

these two policies to their customers need to determine their risk taking into consideration the total claim distribution from the policies. Since 

Weibull and Gamma distributions have a PDF, it is necessary to integrate the multiplication of the characteristic functions for combining these 

two distributions. The PDF obtained as a result of mathematical operations is the PDF of the total claim distribution. 
 

Keywords: Claim distributions, combining probability distributions, insurance, total claim distribution, actuarial models. 

JEL Codes: G22, C46, C13, E17, C02, C69 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION   

Businesses and individuals need to take out an insurance policy for daily risk that are unlikely to occur but could cause massive 
losses if happened. Thus, they aim to reduce the effect from the risks to the minimum level (Inel & Çekici, 2013). In Turkey, 
there are many insurance policies in the field, especially health. Insurance firms offer policies in many different areas such as 
health, life, travel, goods, natural disaster, private pension. Through these policies, individuals and firms transfer their risks to 
insurance companies. Insurance companies make claims payments in case of the realization of the risks they bear against the 
premiums. Insurance firms need to be able to control their liquidity to minimize the ruin probabilities that may arise from claims 
payments. For this reason, it is necessary to forecast the claim payments stemmed from the risks that the premiums occurred. 
Claim payments for these risks depend on the severity and the amount of claim. Moreover, the severity and the amount of claim 
depend on the case defined and have a mathematical probability distribution.  
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Since the claim has a probability, it may be possible to forecast the claim payments using probability density function (PDF). 
Thus, insurance companies can plan their liquidity by forecasting the total claim payment. However, the PDFs of independent 
claim payments may be different from each other. This makes it difficult to obtain total claim distribution. Hence, many 
methods have been proposed in the literature to overcome this issue. In this paper, it is aimed to forecast the total claim 
distribution of fire-disaster and transportation insurances by combining probabilities of claim distributions using the data for 
2014 and 2015. For this purpose, we shall discuss claim distributions. We shall then show that methods of combining claim 
distributions in the literature. Finally, we present an application of the combining of Weibull and Gamma PDFs which correspond 
to the claim distributions. The probability distribution of claim occurring at a specified time interval is called the claim 
distribution. Furthermore, it has a feature of continuous random variable and especially, the claim distribution of operational 
risk losses often shows a positive skewness and high kurtosis.  When an appropriate distribution for any random variable is 
considered, the heavy-tailed distributions are the distributions commonly used due to the nature of the financial data. 
Moreover, it has been seen in the literature that some commonly used distributions are as follows: Normal, Lognormal, 
Exponential, Pareto, Burr, Weibull and Gamma distributions. 

Risk statistics require urgency whey they have been done against time, and it is not possible to complete until all losses have 
been recognized and/or all claims have been paid. In some fields, as the incurred but unreported claims, actuaries may need to 
forecast past losses. In particular, it may seem insignificant as this issue can easily observe in fire insurance; but the payment for 
large claims can be considerably delayed. 

For a future time interval, If S denotes the sum of claims and n denotes the number of claims, then it may be expressed as: 

𝑆 = 𝑛.
𝑆

𝑛
 

When all information about the policy is taken into consideration, the distribution function P(y) of the individual claim needs to 
be forecasted to obtain the best information about the S/n. Not only for the application of the collective risk theory, but also for 
daily decisions with regards to deductibles, initial losses, retentions, loadings and other reinsurance issues, the P(y) is a 
fundamental function. Since these decisions depend on the tails of the distribution, forecasting is based on as large statistics as 
possible is necessary. Therefore, the forecasting of P(y) is quite appropriate for the cooperation of competing firms (Benckert 
and Jung, 1974). 

At any time, the sum of the payments made for claim or losses in the insurance company’s portfolio is regarded as the total 
amount of claim. The distribution of the total amount of claim is theoretically calculated by multiplying the distributions of the 
number of claim and the amount of claim. Moreover, different methods have been developed in the literature to calculate the 
distribution of the total claim amount. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Studies on the combining of probability density functions have not existed much due to the mathematical difficulty. It is seen 
that the studies are frequently evaluated in a theoretical framework rather than in practice. There are different approaches in 
the literature on combining probability distributions. While some of these suggest combining characteristic functions of PDFs, 
the others suggest the Bayesian approach. Apart from these, it is used few methods such as the way of assigning importance to 
the distributions with the expert opinion or weighting method providing that sum of the distributions is one. The combination of 
probability distributions is used in many sectors, primarily in the field of finance and insurance. In determining of risks, the 
combining processes of probability distribution are applied in radar systems as well. 

Winkler (1981) has stated that uncertainty may be represented officially with regard to probability, and for the uncertain 
amount of interest, the crucial purpose of a consensus procedure is to reach at a probability distribution. Additionally, he has 
claimed that the consensus distribution entirely shows the information that is provided by the experts.  Ranging from a simple 
average of probability distributions to the transition to Bayesian as common ideas of scholars such as Eisenberg and Gale (1959), 
Stone (1961), Roberts (1965), Winkler (1965), and Morris (1974). While Winkler proposed a consensus model for this process, 
some experts suggest that a Bayesian approach is a more appropriate choice. Genest and Zidek, in their study, benefited from a 
Bayesian approach as other academics. Winkler and Clemen, on risk analysis combined the density functions of the risks with 
experts’ opinions. Thus, they determined the risk analysis more precisely. An important feature of information obtained by 
different sources is the probability of stochastic dependency. The developed model expresses the dependency between faulty 
estimations of experts. 
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Expert opinions can be represented by PDFs. Hence, a PDF can be reduced to the combined distribution or consensus 
distribution. Particularly, when the information is inadequate, the process of decision making can be risky. In order to solve this 
issue, Liu et al. (2012) presented a proposal. (1) the problem is formulated as an optimization problem, and (2) the overlapping 
fields of the PDFs are combined with an expert opinion and the level of the expert evaluation is then used to determine the 
weight of the stated opinion. On the other hand, Lui et al. (2012) presented a novel approach that is about combining the set of 
PDFs or the distributions. Their approaches are based on the idea that the weight of a decision maker is related to the 
overlapping field between the PDFs of decision makers and the combined PDF. The combined PDF is represented by a weighted 
average model. Thus, determining of a combined PDF is reduced to determining the weight for each expert. 

In a study on combining the distributions of independent data sets for the same quantity by Hill and Miller (2010), they have 
first discussed the common method of averaging the probabilities (For each data set of A: P(A)= (P1(A) + P2(A)/2), however this 
method has many important disadvantages. Instead, as an alternative to averaging the data or averaging the probabilities, Hill 
(2008) announced a mathematical method called “conflation”.  McMillan and Kohlberg (2017) has studied the combining PDFs 
regarding radar and communication systems, and on the combining statistically well-defined distributions of system problem 
that are independent of each other in these systems. In their paper, they use PDF calculated for a sum of normal and 
exponential distributions by using a characteristic function. However, they have claimed that it is quite difficult to combine 
these distributions using numerical techniques. In fact, it has been stated that in the case of normal and lognormal in the paper, 
it is even more difficult to combine due to the characteristic function of the lognormal distribution. Hence, they have used the 
convolution or “faulting” method to combine normal and lognormal distributions as an even simpler method, which had 
previously been used (McMillan and Barnes, 1976) instead of the characteristic function approach.  

Taken together, these studies support the notion that several methods such as the considering of expert opinions, Bayesian 
approach, convolution, averaging of probabilities, and Conflation have been used to combine different probability distributions. 

3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY  

The claim information was obtained by reports at the official website of Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Treasury and Finance. 
The claim premiums paid for fire-disaster and transportation policies for 2014 and 2015 are given Table 1. 

Table 3: Claim premiums paid for Fire-Disaster and Transportation Policies 

2015 2014 2015 2014 

Fire-Disaster  Transportation Fire-Disaster  Transportation Fire-Disaster  Transportation Fire-Disaster  Transportation 

5656,81 3036,72 799,48 444,78 34480,3 1405,85 77341,79 3792,76 

18993,41 6859,67 8194,6 11655,04 32628,8 22240,5 30281,21 206,46 

109488,31 9396,95 86228,42 6975,92 232,46 0,64 36031,04 12842,47 

90323,69 14373,94 114471,14 36873,28 18083,67 296,4 245,89 0,04 

193843,87 13024,54 109373,53 17487,65 5433,67 283,77 20225,27 113,37 

18191,75 191,6 17535,24 285,28 79597,49 8256,37 5365,54 443,28 

195270,13 7772,43 11665,2 3504,13 16469,63 67,73 60348,16 7411,8 

284,76 0,24 128688,65 9177,93 2545,6 840,74 13945,65 234,49 

58 253,05 32,46 5,12 80525,08 1628,65 32074,64 1913,55 

11252,53 3482,75 10135,18 2181,93 8187,46 3674,58 7104,08 537,55 

17647,57 16326,62 799,51 189,35 67885,9 3983,42 30505,6 2928,47 

70153,15 8455,59 10661,09 11510,46 11014,34 2353,41 2666,03 336,55 

4492,5 5209,33 50505,17 4630,69 18015,52 2443,49 20456,16 44,31 

114765,61 5868,3 2196,39 1380,38 39738,83 232,67 17334,73 11886,24 

69550,85 2085,07 135976,92 7862,15 46300,18 8970,86     
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The distribution of the data for these two policies were examined and tested using Minitab 16 software. We found that the 
claim distribution of fire-disaster insurance fits to the Weibull distribution, while the claim distribution of transportation 
insurance fits to the Gamma distribution. Anderson test Darling test was used as a conformity test. According to the results of 
this test, distributions where claim distributions are appropriate are determined. 

Figure 1: The Distribution Test Charts of Fire-Disaster and Transportation Policies 

 
 

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In accordance with the theory, Weibull and Gamma distributions were combined. For the functions to be combined, X is the 
continuous random variable and has the PDF with the 𝑓𝑋(𝑥|𝜆) lambda parameter, and the second density function to be 
combined is with the  𝑓Λ(𝜆|𝜃), 𝜃 parameter, the combined distribution function can be calculated as follows: 

𝑓Y(𝑦|𝜃) = ∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑦|𝜆)
𝜆𝜖ΩΛ

𝑓Λ(𝜆|𝜃)𝑑𝜆 

Where Y is combined distribution with the parameter of 𝜃. This distribution has a continuous distribution. 

With the help of the above-mentioned theory, A.D. the distributions obtained from the test are combined. The density functions 
of the distributions that are appropriate for the given data are as follows:  

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑓(𝑦; 𝛾, 𝛽) =
𝛾

𝛽
𝑦𝛾−1𝑒

−
𝑦𝛾

𝛽    0 < 𝑦 < ∞, 𝛾 > 0, 𝛽 > 0 

𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 𝑓(𝑥) =
1

𝛽𝛼Γ(𝛼)
𝑥𝛼−1𝑒−𝑥/𝛽   𝑥 > 0, 𝛼 > 0, 𝛽 > 0 

The combination of these two PDFs, 

∬ (
𝛾

𝛽
𝑦𝛾−1𝑒

−
𝑦𝛾

𝛽 ) (
1

𝛽𝛼Γ(𝛼)
𝑥𝛼−1𝑒−𝑥/𝛽) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 = ∫

𝛾

𝛽
𝑦𝛾−1𝑒

−
𝑦𝛾

𝛽 𝑑𝑦 ∫
1

𝛽𝛼Γ(𝛼)
𝑥𝛼−1𝑒−𝑥/𝛽𝑑𝑥 

is obtained by solving the integral. For the integral solution, when the −
𝑦𝛾

𝛽
= 𝑡 and −

𝑥

𝛽
= 𝑢 are transformed, the combination 

of the two density functions is given by  

𝛾𝑒
−

𝑦𝛾

𝛽
1

(𝑛 − 1)!
𝑒

−
𝑥
𝛽(−

𝑥

𝛽
− 1) 
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This solution is the probability density function of the total claim distribution, which is the combination of two claim 
distributions. By estimating of the parameters involved in this combination will lead to forecast of the total claim. The claim 
distribution is reduced to a single probability distribution by the PDF. Systematically, using of multiple PDF increases the 
probability of Type 1 error. It also increases the degree of freedom. Hence, using a single reduced PDF will enable more 
accurate. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Firms and individuals require to take out a policy for daily risk that are unlikely to occur but might cause high losses if happened. 
Insurance firms that transfer their risks should correctly assess the payment probabilities of the losses stemming from these 
risks and must overcome the liquidity issue. Thus, it is crucial for insurance companies to determine distributions of claim 
payments correctly and also to express the total claim in a single distribution. Handling of individual claim distributions 
separately will increase confidence interval as well as cost and degrees of freedom. Achieving the probability function of the 
total claim distribution in order to forecast a more precise claim payment is an extremely important matter. With this 
consideration, it is necessary to combine two probability functions mathematically. Much of the existing literature on combining 
probability distributions pays particular attention to each claim distribution is different from each other. Since the claim 
distributions are different, it is difficult to calculate the total claim distribution. The purpose of the current study was to provide 
great convenience to insurance companies about forecasting of their total claim distribution by combining probabilities of claim 
distributions. For this purpose, we used the data regarding fire-disaster and transportation insurances for 2014 and 2015. 
Insurance firms that offer these two policies to their customers need to determine their risk taking into consideration the total 
claim distribution from the policies. Thus, it was attempted to combine the PDFs of the two policies. While the distribution of 
claim payments for fire-disaster policies fitted the Weibull distribution, the distribution of claim payments for transportation 
policies was determined to be appropriate for Gamma distribution.  

Theoretically, since Weibull and Gamma distributions have a PDF, it is necessary to integrate the multiplication of the 
characteristic functions for combining these two distributions. The PDF obtained as a result of mathematical operations is the 
PDF of the total claim distribution. Apart from this study, the combining of normal and lognormal distributions is also discussed 
in the literature. As the claim distributions can have many distributions besides the distributions discussed, it is recommended 
that combining of other distributions should be considered and evaluated in the future studies. 
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